A large amount (about three solar masses) of cold (18 K) dust in the prototypical type II supernova remnant Cassiopeia A was recently reported 1 . It was concluded that dust production in type II supernovae can explain how the large quantities (,10 8 solar masses) of dust observed 2 in the most distant quasars could have been produced within only 700 million years after the Big Bang. Foreground clouds of interstellar material, however, complicate the interpretation of the earlier submillimetre observations of Cas A. Here we report far-infrared and molecular line observations that demonstrate that most of the detected submillimetre emission originates from interstellar dust in a molecular cloud complex located in the line of sight between the Earth and Cas A, and is therefore not associated with the remnant. The argument that type II supernovae produce copious amounts of dust is not supported by the case of Cas A, which previously appeared to provide the best evidence for this possibility.
It is well known that the Cas A supernova remnant is occulted by interstellar clouds of molecular gas 3 , as was demonstrated by the discovery of the OH molecule in absorption against it; this was the first radio detection of a molecule in interstellar space 4 . The visual extinction caused by dust associated with these clouds is probably the reason why only tentative historical records exist for the supernova outburst around AD 1680, although its proximity (3.4 kpc) would have made Cas A most probably the brightest stellar object in the sky 5 . The thermal emission of this foreground material should be easily detectable in submillimetre observations, given the high column densities of molecular gas (N(H 2 ) . 10 22 cm 22 ) towards the supernova remnant 6 . Dunne et al. 1 indeed note "an area of diffuse emission to the west of the remnant", which they removed, however, as being an instrumental artefact. Such extended emission was also noted independently by the observers who originally obtained the submillimetre data 7 using the Submillimetre Common-User Bolometer Array (SCUBA) 8 .
To clarify the nature of the submillimetre emission, we have observed Cas A at 160 mm using the Multiband Imaging Photometer (MIPS) 9 aboard the Spitzer Space Telescope. Not only does the spectral response of this band lie near the peak of the emission of cold interstellar dust, but the detectors are d.c.-coupled and operate in staring mode, so they respond well to extended emission. Our new measurements show an extended emission component ( Fig. 1a and 2), distributed towards the southeast and west far beyond the forward shock that defines the outer boundary of the supernova remnant. The same large-scale emission was independently detected at 170 mm using the ISOPHOT 10 Serendipity Survey 11 , ISOSS ( Fig. 2 ). In contrast, the chopping inherent in SCUBA data-taking suppresses such extended emission; low frequency noise in the bolometers can further complicate measurements of extended sources. Since different approaches to the data reduction can therefore yield different results about the extended background towards Cas A, we obtained the data used by Dunne et al. 1 from the SCUBA archive and re-reduced it. In our case, rather than forcing the baseline to zero, we determined it for each bolometer scan by subtracting the median level over the scan. The resulting submillimetre morphology after removal of the synchrotron emission (shown in Fig. 1a -c) is consistent with that observed at 160 mm.
Our submillimetre map confirms the presence of three knots of emission in the southeastern and western part of the remnant, which coincide with the emission detected by Dunne et al. 1 in their background subtracted map (compare Fig. 1d ). We have not reanalysed the SCUBA 450 mm data, but the image presented by Dunne et al. agrees well with their synchrotron-subtracted 850 mm image ( Fig. 1d ) and is dominated by the same knots. The 160 mm image also supports the presence of these knots, within the limitations of its lower angular resolution (a beam diameter of 40 00 compared with 15 00 for the 850 mm map). From the ratio of the flux densities at 160 and 850 mm we derive a dust temperature of 14^2 K towards the dust clouds, a value commonly observed in dark clouds.
As shown in Fig. 1a , much of the 160 mm and 850 mm continuum emission coincides with the distribution of carbon monoxide 12 emission from a molecular cloud complex at a radial velocity (v LSR ) of 250 to 235 km s 21 with respect to the local standard of rest, which is kinematically associated with the Perseus spiral arm of our Galaxy. To extend the comparison of the dust emission with the shape of this molecular cloud to higher resolution, Fig. 1c shows the optically thin OH absorption 13 by the molecular gas against the bright radio continuum background of Cas A. As the kinematics of the OH is similar to that of CO, it traces the same material. The correspondence of the OH absorption to the full resolution 850 mm emission image from Dunne et al. 1 (Fig. 1d) is extremely close, suggesting that much of the emission attributed by them to the Cas A supernova remnant instead arises in the foreground molecular material.
We can test quantitatively whether these molecular clouds could be responsible for the emission observed by Dunne et al. 1 by comparing the column densities of gas and dust towards the remnant. Whereas a gas-to-dust mass ratio of about 100-200 is expected for the interstellar medium, pristine dust synthesized by the supernova is not expected to be associated with molecular gas (or at most, in significantly smaller quantities). OH is preferred for this comparison because even 13 CO is optically thick 3 . The total column density of gas was determined from the observed OH line opacity using an abundance 14, 15 of N(OH)/N(H 2 ) ¼ 8 £ 10 28 and Figure 2 Large-scale far-infrared emission from dust. The data have been obtained using MIPS and ISOSS. The ISOPHOT 170 mm map in the background shows a 40 0 £ 80 0 large region centred on Cas A. Colours represent 170 mm surface brightness (range 140-300 MJy sr 21 ). The MIPS 160 mm map (convolved to the 100 00 ISOSS beam) is overlaid as contours. An issue with the MIPS data is that the integration ramps saturate on the bright background around Cas A. However, the individual amplifier reads at 8 s 21 are sent to the ground, and we found it possible to extract meaningful measurements from the first few reads before saturation. The quality of the data was confirmed by comparing integrated fluxes with those from ISO (the agreement was within the calibrational uncertainties of ,20%) and through laboratory measurements that show that the recovery from saturation is quick without serious implications for the following integration. The larger field of the ISOSS map reveals the presence of dust emission extending considerably beyond the field shown in Fig. 1 (white box) . Figure 3 Gas-to-dust correlation. The column densities of dust and gas towards Cas A were determined point-by-point from the Nyquist-sampled 850 mm and OH maps within the outline shown in Fig. 1c (thick black line) , where the radio brightness was high enough to measure accurately the strength of the OH absorption. The outer boundary of this area coincides with the forward shock of the remnant. The errors of the individual measurements (corresponding to the 1j noise in the 850 mm and OH opacity maps) are indicated at upper left. The data can be fitted to a straight line with a slope of 120^24. The quoted 1j uncertainty of the gas-to-dust mass ratio is a combination of the fitting uncertainty of the slope (which accounts for noise in the maps and temperature uncertainties) and the calibration errors (,10% at 850 mm and ,15% for the OH measurements).
letters to nature assuming that the excitation temperature equals the dust temperature of 14 K in these dense clouds. We derived the column density of dust from the optically thin 850 mm emission using a dust mass absorption coefficient 16 of k 850 mm ¼ 1.8 cm 2 g 21 . Both quantities are highly correlated, as shown in Fig. 3 (confidence level P . 0.99), corresponding to a gas-to-dust mass ratio of 120^24 in full agreement with the canonical value for the Milky Way. To bound the uncertainties, we used the synchrotron subtracted and baseline flattened 850 mm map from Dunne et al. 1 to estimate a gas-to-dust ratio of 105^21. The good agreement with the value from our reduction of the same data shows that the result does not depend on the submillimetre data reduction procedure.
Assuming a distance of 3 kpc to the Perseus spiral arm clouds 3 , the total masses of dust and gas projected across the face of the remnant are 14 M ( and 1,700 M ( respectively, where M ( is the solar mass. As the OH column density is seen in absorption against the radio emission of Cas A, the molecular material and dust accounting for most of the submillimetre emission must be located between the Earth and the remnant.
We can set an upper limit to the amount of cold dust in the supernova remnant using our 160 mm map, taken near the wavelength that should be most sensitive for its detection. After subtracting the interstellar foreground emission and the contribution from 0.003 M ( of warm (82 K) dust 17 in Cas A, we derive an upper limit of 0.2 M ( of cold dust. We have assumed protosilicate grains, which are suggested to account for the bulk of warm dust in the remnant. As there is no evidence for large amounts of cold (18 K) dust within Cas A, exotic explanations for the submillimetre signal are unnecessary. (Such explanations include the non-standard dust opacities as proposed by Dunne et al. 1 or Dwek's proposal for metallic needles 18 .)
The dust yield of Cas A, the prototypical type II supernova, is therefore at least one order of magnitude lower than previously reported, weakening the argument that objects like it are the dominant source of interstellar dust. The presence of cold dust was recently also reported for the Kepler supernova remnant 19 . The generic type of this supernova is, however, controversial 20 , with several lines of evidence pointing towards type Ia 21, 22 . In addition, the background/foreground emission towards the remnant is only slightly lower than for Cas A 23 , raising the possibility that some of the submillimetre emission arises from material projected onto the remnant, as in Cas A. Therefore, by itself the Kepler remnant does not make a compelling case that large amounts of dust are created in type II supernova remnants. Because of the dearth of other wellestablished type II supernova remnants, and the tendency for them to lie close to the Galactic plane where infrared and submillimetre background/foreground emission is strong, it will be difficult to establish unequivocally the presence of large masses of cold dust in these objects.
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